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Rite-Lite Flex Neck LED Dock Light
»   Incorporates an aluminum cast, impact-resistant, no-glass head, and six CREE LED’s 

that consume just 18 watts of energy while outputting 925 lumens

»  Rated for 175,200 hours (20 years) of service life, which includes LED’s, driver and all 
electrical components

»  IP55 Rated

Flex Neck Arm Design
»  The multiarticulating arm made from molded nylon, allows for multiple bend points 

and can be easily modified in the field to address unique configuration requirements, 
or obstructions that may be encountered at the dock opening.

Manual Light Control
»  

lighting allowing users to select the desired level of light output.

Motion Sensing Technology
»  Optional feature that senses when a forklift or person is leaving a trailer and 

automatically dims the light to 25% output, restoring to full power after a few seconds.

Flex Neck Dock Light
Enhance productivity, safety and energy  

Rite-Lite Flex Neck Dock Light
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Trailer environment solutions

Keep trailers well lit and cool for increased 
comfort, safety and productivity.

Rite-Lite™ Flex Neck  
LED Loading Dock Light
The newest innovation in LED dock 
light technology is now available. 
Increase safety at the loading dock 
while giving dock personnel unique 

»      18 watts, 950 lumens

»      IP55 Rated

»      Multi-articulated arm allows for 
custom adjustment and won’t droop 
or take a set

»      Four manual light control settings

»      Optional Motion Sensing Technology 
automatically dims the light to 25% 
output when a person or forklift is 
sensed leaving the trailer

»      Low profile, no-glass head reduces 
chance of impact/damage

»          Rated for 175,200 hours of service 
life which includes LED’s driver and 
all electrical components
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Functional Specifications  Flex Neck LED

Dimmable Light Output ✔

Visual Indication of Light Intensity Setting ✔

Automatic Approach Dimming (reduces blinding) ✔

Power Save (reduces power consumption when idle) ✔

Warm Light (minimizes eye strain & photobiological risk) ✔ ✔

Low Profile Light Head (reduces chance of impact) ✔

Impact Resistant - No Glass ✔ ✔

Multi-Articulated Arm (allows infinite adjustment) ✔

Adjustable Arm Friction Joints (prevents sagging) ✔

Temperature Range of -5F to + 120F ✔ ✔

Corrosion Resistant - All Components & Hardware ✔

UL/cUL Listed & CE  Certified ✔ ✔ ✔

Technical Specifications
Service Life (hours) 175,200 50,000 1000

Watts - Full Brightness 18 18 150

Watts - Half Brightness 9 N/A N/A

Watts - Power Save (“night light” when idle) 4 N/A N/A

Light Head Width (projection into trailer) 2.75” 6” 6”

Ulti Group  
Dock Lighting
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